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SOME NOTES ON RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION
by
L. CURELARU and V. Gh. VODl
SUMMARY
It'! this paper, we emphasize same aspects. concern-
ing the Rayleigh di stributian. After a brief presentation
of the literature devoted to this variable, we give a cha-
racterization of the Rayleigh distribution' by using a Ger-
cbach idea (1967). Then, same properties are put into ligth
and in the -latter part of the work sequential tests are
constructed in order to test a simple and a compound hy-
pothesis concerning a Rayleigh parameter.
1. Introduction. It is well-known that a ran don variable T obeys a Rayle-
igh law, if its density function has the form:
(1)
It can be easily obtained by taking in the expression of the Weibull law
p-l
Tw:!(t;y,p)=ypt exp!-ytPI,
I \ -2 d 2respective y, y = 1\ , an p = .
~ 0, y, t > 0 , (2)
Bruscantini (1968) enlists some important occurences of the Rayleigh Jaw In
various practical situations, namely
9
- in naval research, to simulate the sea waves;
- in telecommunications, to describe the signal fluctuations due to multipath
ef ects in the line -of - sight links ;
- in bombing problems, to describe the distribution of distances from target
to the actual impact points.
In some cases, Rayleigh law appears natutally : let us consider a system built
up by n pairs of elements, connected in series. In every pair, each element. is
functionning and a failure occurs if at least a pair is failed. Suppose that the re-
liability of each element obeys an exponential law and let >"k be the hazard ra-
th" (n 2 ) t " n 3te of the k pair. If e = l>.. is fixed and lim l >..k = 0, then the
k= 1 k n k= 1
asymptotic reliability function of the system is given by :
AsP( t) = lim P( t) = exp ! - i t 2 I , t:? 0 . e > 0 r
n
(3)
that is a Rayleigh law (see Gnedenko-Belyaev-Solovyev, 1(65).
It is to note also that the Rayleigh law can be obtained not only from the Wei-
bull distribution but even as a peculiar case of other important probability laws.
Let us remember the "chi-distribution" and so-called "generalized Rayleigh
variable" whose density is :
k+ 1
f"(t ,"e , k) = 2 e t 2 k + 1 e xp 1-e t 2 I. t > 0 e' 0_ . .e > ,
I' (k+ 1)
where, if we take e = >..-2 and k =0. simple Rayleigh la .... is obtained (see for
(4)
details, Vodl:{, 1972) .
Finally, let us note that if M(X, Y) is a poin t in a rectangular coordinate -
system, where X and Yare random variables each of class N(O .. a 2); then
the drstance d = (X2 + y2) t is distributed as a random variable which obeys
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Rayleigh law. (See Freeman, 1963 P: 155) .
In various statistical textbooks (see, for instance, Maisel, 1971) the Rayleigh
density function appears as below:
-2 2 2/ ix ; a) = a x exp I -x /2 a l,x 2: 0 a > 0 (5)
The specific literature devoted to the Rayleigh distribution is not so very wide
but most of the properties of this distribution can be derived from properties of
the Weibull law.
We shall mention the works of Geldston{I962) who has investigated the va-
riable Y = k log (l + bX) where X has the density 0), Krysicki (963) who
has applied method of m0!'1ents in estimating parameters of a mixture of two Ray-
leigh distributions Un this connection see also Siddiqui and Weiss, 1963) and the
paper of Archer (967) who has presented some properties of Rayleigh distributed
random variables and of their sums and products.
2, A cb arac teriz ation a/Rayleigh distribution. Let us consider the following
function:
where
prO ; ~) = 1 and P (00 ; 0 =
It is clear that in this way, F(t; it,~) may be interpreted as a distribution'
function and more than that, P(t;~) may be not necessarily a reliability [u nc >
t ion (see for instance Gercbach, 1967) .
If, in particular, there exists a value ~ = ~o such that for every 2: 0 ,
pet ; ~o) = 1, then the Rayleigh distribution function is rediscovered.
Let P(t;~) be of the following type :
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and preserving the properties (7) .
In this situation one can give the following characterization of the Rayleigh [aw:
LEMMA 1: Let T1, T2, ... , Tn be independent and identically distributed
random variables, Then the distribution of min (T1,T2, ... , Tn) is of type (6) if
and only if the 1/s distributions are of the 'same type .
Proof: Let T(1) < T(2) < ••• < T(n) be the ordered variables T1,· .. , Tn'
each with cumulative distribution function given by (6). Then, we can write:
n
Fo(t) = Prob 1 T(l) < t 1= I-Prob IT(l)>tl=l-Probl all Ti>tl =1-[I-F(t;A,~l=
= l-exp (-n /1;/) [p(e;';) t = expi-n lll/) .expl n a( t)r(~h n (Ht) + n s (~) I (9)
If we denote n>..-2 = e-2, e>o,a(t)=a(t), nr(~)=;(~) n{3(t) = (3(t) and
ns (~) = ; ( ~), we obtain :
2 2 -
Fo(t} = l-exp(-t /» ) p(t;~) (10)
that is a distribution of the type (6) •
Lemma is proved.
3. Estim.ation problems. The expected-value and the variance of a Rayleigh
variate are
E(T) = V; >.. and Var (T)= (1- f-) >..2 (11)
The square of a Rayleigh variate T2 obeys an exponential law
2
T:f 2(t;>")= 1 exp(-tl>..2),t'20'>">0 (12)
T >..2
As a consequence, the maximum likelihood estimate of >..2, that is
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n
( ~2) =!.. ~ t~
ML n i=l t
(13)
t1, t2, ... , tn being and independent random sample drawn from T, is unbiased
and with minimum variance.
On the other hand, the statistic:
h (i) = (14)
is an unbiased estimate for A with respect to the loss-function
W [A ; h (t) ]
2
[h(t)-A]
The associated risk is




In the following we shall derive the maximum likelihood estimate for A2 in
the case ora special incomplete sample.
Therefore'- suppose that from n observations we have the possibility to
record only:
t(m) < t(m+l) < ... < t(m+k) (18)
where l<m<m+k<n.
The lack of the first m-1 observat.ions may be interpreted as "infant mort a-
Iit.y" of certain cutting-tools and the absence of the last observat.ions may be due
to the technological rest.rict.ions .
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Hence, the likel ihood function in this case has the form
n-m-]: m-1 m--]:




InL = (n-m-k) In[I-F(t(m+k);A)J+(m-I)tnF(t(m);Ahi~m In/(tm; A) (20)
orin our particular case :
t(~ + k) ) 2 2 m+k r 2
+(m-1)ln[J-expl-t /A l]+,L Iln-2+lntnA 2 , ( m} - t = 1 \ A t
_ t 7i) )
A2
1 2 I 2 / 2
f
2 ' ) • A / (m) e xp - t (m) A I
din L. = in-m-le), t~141l+k)+ (m-l) _.:....- (k+l).J.. +
;)(A2) 1\ 1- exp l-t~m)/\ 2 I . 'V






which may be rearranged as
tn -m-k) (23)
where by A' (t( m)) we understand the hazard rate
A (i) = / (t ; A)
I-F(t;A)
(24)
calculated in the point t(m)'
We obtain finally:
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It is easy to see that if m = 1 and m s-]: =12 r -th e classical m.Le. for A2 is
obtained. (For linear estimations of A', see I1iescu- Voda, 1973) .
4. Testing statistical hypotheses. We shall construct now a SPRT for tes ung
the simp!e hypothesis:
H : A = Ao 0 versus HI: A = Al ( Ao < AI) (26)
Up to a certain constant, this one can be interpreted as,a hypothesis on the mean-
life of the considered Rayleigh process.
Let t1- 'z- ... > 'w :': be a sequential sample drawn from T and let
Prob I H 11 Ho l = a . and Prob I Hoi HI 1= f3 be the usual risks in sequential
analysis.
Straightforward computations provide the log-likelihood ratio as
In
12
A (1 1)12 2In r = 212 In _0_ + __ - Lt.
12 . Al A2 A2 ;=1 t
.01
(27)
Therefore, in accordance with Wald's rules (1960) we can present the deci -
sions as below :
(1) if
f3 2 In Aln 112--
L 2 l:-a +12 At . .$ 0 then accept H ;i= 1 z 1 1 1 1 0---
A2 A2
----
A2 A20 1 0 1
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In .l:.Ji. >"1n 21n-
(2) if 1 t~ IX >"0 then accept> + n . HIi= 1 t 1 1 1 1--- ---




















then continue the experiment .
The power of the test is given by 77 (>..) = 1 - L (>..) . where L (>..) is the




, . 1 - ex (28)
Here, h is given by the Wald's fundamental lemma, namely
E (iz) = 1 (hiO), (29)
where
(30)








E (e ) = (32)
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where '( A )2C = A~ A;
-2 -2 2
h A - h A + A- > 0
1 a
.2 -2 -2 2
and denoting i b Al - h A a + A ) t = uImposing
we obtain immediately
(33)
From (33) it follows that
= (34)
which together with (28) represents a parametric form for the OC-function .
Now, we compute the ASN for the given test. We have





1 1) 2 ""3 22- - - .- f t exp 1- t / A I'dt
A~ Ai A2 a
(36)
Taking into account the formula
r n I 2} 1 n-L _y2] ) r n-2 I 21 d (37)y exp·y dY=-Z-y e +"2(n.1y exp-y Y
we obtain for n = 3 - needed for (36) _ the following expression for E A iz)
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AO -2 -2 2EA i z) ~ 2 In + ( A 0 - A1 j AA1
(38)
Therefore
h2 + (hrh2) L(A)
q + A2
(39)
where we have introduced following notations:
(3 1 - (3 A1
In In 21n-









We observe that the uncertainty domain of the test can be written as
n
h1 + n q < 2, tl < h2 + n «,i~ 1 (41)
n
that ia.bounds for 2, t2 are respectively acceptance and rejection straight-
i=l i
lines.
4.1. Sequential comparison. Consider now two independent Rayleigh varia-
bles X and Y, 'lJamely






and suppose that we have to test
H: e < w against H': e>w.
I
Up to a certain constant it can be interpreted as a comparison between the
mean -life times of two Rayleigh processes.
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To solve this problem we shall apply Girshick' s procedure; the likelihood
ratio is in this case (see for details Wald, 1960) :
n
IT f1(x.;y,)i=l t t
n
exp l(_1' - _1_) i (x? _ y.2 ~








o=-v(8 ·w )=8 -w
0' 0 0 0
-2 -2
v(8;w) = w -8
being the so called Girschick's function.
The test itself is as follows :
n 2 2 (3
(a) if L (xi-Yi) < 1 In then accept H
i= 1 0 1- a
n 2 2 is:(b) if L (x i -Yi ) 2: 1 In then accept H'
i= 1 0 a
if
1Ln221~
s;- In < L (x. -y. ) < - In
u 1 - a i= 1 t t 0 a then continue the
experiment.
To compute OC - function and the ASN we need first the Iol'lowing ,
LEMMA 2: If X and Yare two independent Rayleigh variables, then
Wald's constant h (8 ;0) is given by :
(46)
Proof: Using Obreja's reduction(l969) of Wald "s equation
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E [ exp Iz h ce ; w ) I] 1 (47)




[1.8h(8,ow)ol .[l+w h(8,ow)o] 1 (49)
from it follows immediately
oh(8,ow) /50)
which gives the required relation. Lemma is proved.
Hence, the OC - function has the represen ration
2 2 2(8 -w ) (8 co )o 0




To compute more rapidly the ASN we use Obreja- Voda's form (l97:J) for the
denominator of E8,ow (n). Direct computations provide :
E 8,o~ Ln)
(52)
The test now is completely constructed.
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